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In brief

Chu and Zhang et al. develop SNP-free

methods to identify germline differentially

methylated regions (DMRs) in outbred

animals. Germline DMRs in primate early

embryos are largely lost during

development and are biasedly

maintained in placenta. This loss is non-

reversible by SCNT, resulting in severe

imprinting defects in cloned monkey

placenta.
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SUMMARY
Our knowledge of genomic imprinting in primates is lagging behind that of mice largely because of the
difficulties of allelic analyses in outbred animals. To understand imprinting dynamics in primates, we
profiled transcriptomes, DNA methylomes, and H3K27me3 in uniparental monkey embryos. We further
developed single-nucleotide-polymorphism (SNP)-free methods, TARSII and CARSII, to identify germline
differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in somatic tissues. Our comprehensive analyses showed that
allelic DNAmethylation, but not H3K27me3, is a major mark that correlates with paternal-biasedly expressed
genes (PEGs) in uniparental monkey embryos. Interestingly, primate germline DMRs are different from
PEG-associated DMRs in early embryos and are enriched in placenta. Strikingly, most placenta-
specific germline DMRs are lost in placenta of cloned monkeys. Collectively, our study establishes SNP-
free germline DMR identification methods, defines developmental imprinting dynamics in primates, and
demonstrates imprinting defects in cloned monkey placenta, which provides important clues for improving
primate cloning.
INTRODUCTION

Genomic imprinting is an allelic gene expression phenomenon

that plays critical roles in multiple biological processes including

development, behavior, brain functions, circadian clock, and

diseases (Barlow and Bartolomei, 2014; Peters, 2014; Tucci

et al., 2019). Despite the intensive studies on genomic imprinting

in the last decades, our knowledge of genomic imprinting, espe-

cially in outbred animals such as primates, is still limited.

DNA methylation has long been considered as the only pri-

mary imprinting mark in mammals until recently when we discov-

ered that maternal-biased H3K27me3 can also mediate dozens

of paternal-biasedly expressed genes (PEGs) in mouse preim-

plantation embryos (Chen et al., 2019; Chen and Zhang, 2020;

Inoue et al., 2017). However, whether this imprinting mechanism

is conserved in primates remains to be resolved (Xia et al., 2019;

Zhang et al., 2019).
Dev
On the other hand, our knowledge on genomic imprinting dy-

namics during primate embryonic development is also limited.

For example, although recent studies have identified allelically

expressed genes and allelic differentially methylated regions

(DMRs) in human early embryos (Sagi et al., 2019; Zhu et al.,

2018), whether these allelically expressed genes and their asso-

ciated DMRs identified in early embryos are maintained in so-

matic tissues is not clear. Furthermore, although some of the

placenta-specific imprinted genes have been reported in hu-

mans (Court et al., 2014; Hamada et al., 2016; Hanna et al.,

2016; Sanchez-Delgado et al., 2016), it is not clear whether

more placenta-specific imprinted genes exist and whether

such placenta-specific imprinting is conserved among primates.

One of the major reasons that limited our understanding of

genomic imprinting in outbred animals, such as primates, is the

lack of efficient methods to distinguish parental alleles. Currently,

de novo identification of genome-wide allelic DMRs in human
elopmental Cell 56, 1–15, October 25, 2021 ª 2021 Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. Identification of DNA-methylation-associated and DNA-methylation-unassociated embryonic PEGs
(A) A schematic diagram of the experimental designs for this study.

(B) Boxplots showing fold changes of PEGs in uniparental monkey embryos. The fold change for a particular gene in each sample is calculated using the gene

expression level (fragments per kilobase per million, FPKM) of that sample divided by the average expression level (FPKM) of all samples of PG embryos.

(C) UCSC genome browser snapshots showing parental 5mC levels in monkey AG and PG embryos for monkey homologies of known germline DMRs in humans.

(D) A heatmap showing 5mC levels of emDMRs in 16-cell AG and PG monkey embryos.

(legend continued on next page)
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somatic tissues requires integrating hundreds of methylomes

from different individuals using single-nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP)-based analyses (Zink et al., 2018) or applying special sam-

ples such as those with uniparental disomy (Joshi et al., 2016).

These methods are expensive and impractical to be widely used

in the studies of genomic imprinting in outbred animals.

In this study, by profiling transcriptomes, DNA methylomes,

and H3K27me3 in uniparental monkey embryos, we show that

allelic DNA methylation, but not H3K27me3, majorly correlates

with PEGs in monkey early embryos. In addition, we have devel-

oped SNP-free methods that allow robust and accurate identifi-

cation of germline DMRs in somatic tissues in outbred animals.

Using these methods, we revealed genomic imprinting differ-

ences in primates between early embryos and somatic tissues,

as well as between embryonic and extraembryonic tissues.

Importantly, based on the developmental imprinting dynamics

in primates, we hypothesized and demonstrated that cloned

monkey placenta exhibits severe imprinting defects, which pro-

vides important clues for improving primate cloning.

RESULTS

DNA-methylation-associated PEGs in monkey early
embryos
To better understand regulation mechanisms of genomic

imprinting in primates, we profiled transcriptomes, DNA methyl-

omes, and H3K27me3 in monkey (Macaca fascicularis) haploid

androgenetic (AG) and parthenogenetic (PG) 16-cell embryos

(Figures 1A and S1A; Table S1). The high correlation between

the transcriptome replicates of AG and PG embryos confirmed

the data quality (Figure S1B). To confirm that proper zygotic

genome activation (ZGA) was achieved in the uniparental

embryos, we first identified 2,084 ZGA genes by comparing tran-

scriptomes of 4-cell (pre-ZGA) and 8-cell (ZGA) monkey em-

bryos using a public dataset (Liu et al., 2018) (Table S2) and

then analyzed the expression levels of these ZGA genes in the

uniparental embryos. This analysis showed that the expression

levels of the ZGA genes in the uniparental embryos are similar

to that in the 8-cell embryos but are significantly higher than

those in the 4-cell embryos (Figure S1C), indicating that ZGA

has taken place normally in the uniparental embryos.

Previous studies have indicated that the majority of the germ-

line DMRs harbor maternal-specific DNA methylation in somatic

tissues of mice and humans, resulting in paternal-biased expres-

sion (Babak et al., 2015; Court et al., 2014; Xie et al., 2012). In

addition, the H3K27me3-dependent imprinted genes in mouse

early embryos and placenta also exhibit paternal-biased expres-

sion, due to the oocyte-inherited maternal-specific H3K27me3

(Inoue et al., 2017). Thus, to understand the developmental dy-

namics of imprinting, we choose to focus on PEGs. Using rela-

tively stringent criteria (AG (FPKM) R 2, AG/PG (FPKM) R 3,

each AG replicate/PG (FPKM) R 1.5) and excluding genes on

the sex chromosomes, we identified a total of 371 PEGs in mon-

key 16-cell embryos (Figure 1B; Table S2).
(E) A pie chart showing the number of PEGs with/without emDMRs in 10-kb dist

(F) A Venn diagram showing overlap between PEGs without emDMR identified

identified in mouse early embryos (Chen et al., 2019; Inoue et al., 2017).

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
To identify the early-embryonic maternal-allele-methylated

differentially methylated regions (emDMRs) associated with the

371 PEGs in monkeys, we profiled DNA methylomes of AG and

PG 16-cell embryos in monkeys by post-bisulfite adaptor

tagging (PBAT) (Miura et al., 2012) (Figure 1A). To exam whether

allelic DNA methylation can be faithfully captured in uniparental

embryos, we analyzed DNA methylation of uniparental embryos

at the genomic regions corresponding to the known human

germline DMRs (Court et al., 2014). We found that all the corre-

sponding genomic regions exhibit the same maternal-biased

or paternal-biased DNA methylation in uniparental monkey em-

bryos as those in humans (see Figure 1C for examples), demon-

strating that the allelic DNAmethylation is faithfully maintained in

the uniparental embryos.

To determine which of the 371 PEGs in early embryos are likely

regulated by the emDMRs, we compared the DNA methylation

profiles of AG and PG 16-cell monkey embryos and identified

10,296 emDMRs (AG5mCR0.15, PG-AG5mCR 0.5) (Figure 1D;

Table S2). Using a cutoff of 10 kilobase (kb) from emDMR to gene

body, we identified 144 PEGs that are closely associated with the

emDMRs (Figure 1E; Table S2). Interestingly, the remaining 227

PEGs without emDMRs (within 10 kb) showed little overlap with

the homologies of the 78 putative H3K27me3-dependent im-

printed genes inmice (Figures 1E and 1F) (Chen et al., 2019; Inoue

et al., 2017), indicating that the H3K27me3-dependent imprinted

genes in mice may not be conserved in monkeys.

H3K27me3 is not amajor mark for PEGs inmonkey early
embryos
To directly examine whether maternal-biased H3K27me3 corre-

lates with PEGs in monkey early embryos similar to that in mice,

we profiled H3K27me3 by cleavage under targets and release

using nuclease (CUT&RUN) (Skene and Henikoff, 2017) in unipa-

rental 16-cell monkey embryos (Figure 1A). Consistent with a

repressive role of H3K27me3 in transcription (Cao et al., 2002),

a clear anti-correlation between gene expression and gene

body H3K27me3 levels were observed (Figure S2A), validating

the H3K27me3 profiles. Interestingly, an initial inspection re-

vealed a similar H3K27me3 distribution pattern in both AG and

PG 16-cell embryos in monkeys, which contrasts with the

maternal-biased H3K27me3 enrichment in mice at a similar

stage (Figure 2A) (Zheng et al., 2016). This observation is further

confirmed by both chromosome-wide and genome-wide com-

parisons (Figures 2B and 2C), indicating that H3K27me3 is

largely distributed bi-allelically in monkey 16-cell embryos.

Since a recent study showed that global loss of H3K27me3

takes place at 8-cell stage in human embryos (Xia et al., 2019),

it is possible that a similar global loss of H3K27me3 at 8-cell

stagemay also occur inmonkeys. To test this possibility, we per-

formed immunofluorescent staining of H3K27me3 at different

stages of monkey preimplantation embryos and found that

H3K27me3 signal decreases from zygote to 8-cell embryos

and increases from 8-cell embryo to blastocyst (Figures 2D

and 2E). To further demonstrate that H3K27me3 reprograming
ance from their gene bodies.

in monkey early embryos and the H3K27me3-dependent imprinted genes
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indeed occurs in monkey early embryos, we profiled H3K27me3

byCUT&RUN inmonkey 16-cell embryos and blastocysts gener-

ated by intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI). The high corre-

lations of H3K27me3 signals between the replicates of 16-cell

embryos and blastocysts, as well as between 16-cell embryos

of AG/PG and ICSI (Figure S2B), again validated the good quality

of our H3K27me3 dataset. As expected, the enrichment of

H3K27me3 on developmental genes such as HOX clusters,

PAX6, SOX14, NEUROD2, and FOXL2 are clearly increased

from 16-cell embryos to blastocysts (Figures 2F and S2C), indi-

cating that reprogramming of H3K27me3 takes place during

monkey preimplantation development. In contrast, establish-

ment of H3K27me3 on typical developmental genes in mice

mainly takes place during post-implantation development

(Zheng et al., 2016).

Consistent with the observed H3K27me3 dynamics, we found

that EED and SUZ12, two core components of polycomb repres-

sive complex 2 (PRC2) responsible for H3K27me3 deposition

(Cao et al., 2002) are barely detectable in 4-cell monkey embryos

preceding ZGA (Figure S2D), indicating that global H3K27me3

cannot be maintained in monkey embryos before ZGA. In

contrast, all three PRC2 core components are highly expressed

in mouse embryos preceding ZGA (Figure S2D).

Notably, despite H3K27me3 being globally similar between

AG and PG uniparental monkey embryos and likely reprog-

rammed during ZGA, which is clearly different from the observa-

tion in mice (Figures 2A–2C), we cannot rule out the possibility

that certain regions could have maternal-biased H3K27me3,

which may regulate PEGs. To explore the general relationship

betweenmaternal-biased H3K27me3 and PEGs in monkey early

embryos, we first identified 681 PG-biased H3K27me3 regions

across the genome (Figure S2E; Table S2). Then, using a cutoff

of 10-kb distance, we found that 7 out of the 227 PEGs without

an emDMR are related to PG-biased H3K27me3 (Figures 1E

and S2F). Collectively, the above results suggest that, in contrast

to mice, H3K27me3 in monkeys is globally reprogrammed and

unlikely to be amajor mark regulating PEG expression inmonkey

preimplantation embryos.

Identification of putative imprinted DMRs by TARSII
using somatic tissue methylomes
The above analyses indicate that maternal-specific DNAmethyl-

ation, but not H3K27me3, is amajor regulator of PEGs inmonkey

early embryos. To determine whether the PEG-associated

emDMRs (PEG-emDMRs) presented in early embryos are main-

tained in somatic tissues, identification of maternal germline

DMRs in monkey somatic tissues is required. However, since

no inbred monkey strains are available, de novo identification

of germline DMRs in monkey somatic tissues would require large

number of materials and datasets to assign allelic methylation

through SNPs.

Thus, we attempted to overcome this technical barrier by

developing a method named TARSII (tissue-associated,
(D) Immunofluorescent staining of H3K27me3 in monkey preimplantation embryo

(E) Quantification of the immunofluorescent signals of H3K27me3 in Figure 2D. D

(F) UCSC genome browser snapshots showing H3K27me3 enrichment at HOXA a

embryos and blastocysts derived by intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in m

See also Figure S2 and Tables S1 and S2.
reads-based, SNP-free method for identifying imprint-DMRs)

that allows identification of genome-wide germline DMRs

without annotating SNPs. To this end, genomic regions with at

least 10 consecutive partially methylated CpGs (5-mC level:

0.3–0.7) are first identified as partially methylated domains

(PMDs) (Figure 3A, left panel). Then, to fulfill the allele-

specific methylation event, the identified PMDs are required

to enrich for both hypomethylated reads (CpG number R 3,

5mC % 0.2) and hypermethylated reads (CpG number R 3,

5mC R 0.8) (Figure 3A, middle panel). To determine the proper

percentages of hypomethylated and hypermethylated reads

versus total reads on germline DMRs, we analyzed the methyl-

ation states of previously known mouse germline DMRs using

a deeply sequenced methylome (Xie et al., 2012). We found

that most of the known germline DMRs have a minimal 30% of

both hypomethylated and hypermethylated reads (Figure S3A).

Since most germline DMRs are consistently imprinted across

different tissues, we integrated six different mouse tissues (cor-

tex, cerebellum, heart, intestine, kidney, and liver) derived from

three germ layers (two tissues from each germ layer) to increase

the accuracy (Figure 3A, right panel). This analysis identified a

total of 6,208 candidate DMRs from the methylomes of the six

mouse tissues (Figure S3B). As expected, the candidate

DMRs commonly identified in those tissues decrease as the

number of tissues required increases (Figure S3B). In contrast,

the prediction accuracy (overlapping between candidate

DMRs and the known imprinted DMRs) is significantly increased

and reached a peak of 91.7% when a minimum of 5 tissues is

required (Figure S3C). Consequently, we applied a cutoff of 5

as the minimal number of tissues required for identifying puta-

tive imprinted DMR by TARSII (Figure 3A, right panel). We also

tested different cutoffs for the number of minimal reads in

each candidate DMR and found aminimal of 30 reads produced

the best result (Figure S3D). When these cutoffs are used in

TARSII, we identified 24 putative imprinted DMRs based on

the mouse somatic tissue methylomes without using SNP infor-

mation (Table S3).

Validation of TARSII-identified germline DMRs in mice
and humans
Since TARSII is majorly designed to identify germline DMRs that

are consistent in different somatic tissues, we next tested the ac-

curacy and efficiency of TARSII in predicting germline DMRs in

mice. By comparing the mouse sperm and oocyte methylomes,

we identified 17 putative maternal germline DMRs (mgDMRs)

and 3 putative paternal germline DMRs (pgDMRs) from the 24

TARSII predicted imprinted DMRs (Figures 3B and S3E; Table

S3). Interestingly, all the 17 TARSII predicted mgDMRs overlap

with the known mgDMRs in mice (Figure 3C; Table S3) and the

3 TARSII predicted pgDMRs (Rasgrf1,Gpr1, and H19) also over-

lap with the known pgDMRs (Table S3) (Kikyo et al., 1997; Xie

et al., 2012), indicating a 100% accuracy of prediction for mouse

germline DMRs.
s at different stages.

ata are represented as mean ± SEM.

nd HOXD clusters in monkey AG and PG 16-cell embryos, as well as in 16-cell

onkey.
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(A) A schematic presentation of TARSII. Briefly, regions contain over 10 consecutive CpGs with 5 mC levels ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 were selected as PMDs (left

panel). PMDs enriched for both hypomethylated reads (5mC% 0.2) and hypermethylated reads (5mCR 0.8) are considered as candidates (middle panel). Finally,

candidates commonly identified in at least 5 different tissues are selected as putative imprinted DMRs (right panel).

(B) A pie chart showing the different categories of putative imprinted DMRs in mice based on 5 mC levels in oocyte and sperm.

(legend continued on next page)
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Having demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency of TARSII in

identifying mouse germline DMRs, next, we tested its predict-

ability in humans by applying TARSII to publicly available human

methylomes from six different tissues (brain, muscle, aorta, lung,

liver, and intestine) (Table S1). This analysis identified 54 putative

imprinted DMRs (Figures 3D and S3F; Table S3). To distinguish

mgDMRs from that of pgDMRs and somatic DMRs, we com-

bined the above analysis with the AG and PGmethylomes in hu-

man 8-cell embryos from a public dataset (Leng et al., 2019). This

integrative analysis allowed us to identify 28 putative mgDMRs

and 1 putative pgDMR in humans (Figure 3D; Table S3). Impor-

tantly, 23 out of the 28 putative mgDMRs overlap with the 30

known mgDMRs (Figure 3E; Table S3), and the 1 putative

pgDMR (H19) also overlaps with the 2 known pgDMRs (IG-

DMR, H19) (Table S3) in humans compiled in a previous study

(Court et al., 2014). Notably, 4 out of the 5 remaining putative

mgDMRs have been validated in several recent studies (de Sa

Machado et al., 2018; Grothaus et al., 2016; Jadhav et al.,

2019; Joshi et al., 2016; Sanchez-Delgado et al., 2016) (Fig-

ure 3E). Thus 27 out of the 28 (96.4%) putative mgDMRs identi-

fied by TARSII overlap with the known mgDMRs in humans

(Figure 3E). Taken together, the above results support the effi-

ciency and accuracy of TARSII in identifying genome-wide

germline DMRs from somatic tissue methylomes without SNP

information.

Most PEG-emDMRs in early embryos are notmaintained
in somatic tissues
Having validated the predictability of TARSII for germline DMRs

in both mice and humans based on their somatic tissue methyl-

omes, next, we applied it to monkeys. To this end, we profiled

methylomes of six different tissues (cerebellum, cortex, heart,

kidney, liver, and intestine) of an adult monkey. By analyzing

these methylomes using TARSII, we identified 63 putative im-

printed DMRs in monkeys (Figure S4A; Table S3). When com-

bined with the analysis of the 16-cell AG and PG methylomes

in monkeys (Figures 1A and 1D), we identified 39 putative

mgDMRs in monkeys (Figure S4A; Table S3). We found previ-

ously reported monkey imprinted DMRs (IGF2R, INPP5F,

KCNQ1OT1, NAP1L5, PEG3, SNURF, and PAGL1) are all de-

tected by TARSII (Figure 4A) (Cheong et al., 2015; Wianny

et al., 2016). Interestingly, 27 (including RPS2P32) out of the 39

putativemgDMRs are counterparts of the knownmgDMRs in hu-

mans (Court et al., 2014; Grothaus et al., 2016) (Figure 4A; Table

S3), indicating the conservation of mgDMRs between humans

and monkeys. To validate the remaining 12 putative mgDMRs

in monkeys, we analyzed the allelic DNA methylation based on

SNPs using CGmapTools, a method used to calculate allelic

DNA methylation based on whole genome bisulfite sequencing

dataset (Guo et al., 2018). We found that 10 out of the 12 putative

mgDMRs have SNPs in our monkey methylomes, and 7 of them

(PLD6, GABRG3, C17orf97, VPS26C, ZNF557, TEX29, and
(C) A Venn diagram showing the overlap between putative mgDMRs identified

(Xie et al., 2012) (Table S3).

(D) A pie chart showing the different categories of putative imprinted DMRs in hu

(E) A Venn diagram showing overlap between putative mgDMRs identified by

(Court et al., 2014) (Table S3).

See also Figure S3 and Tables S1 and S3.
PRMT2) showed significant allelic methylation differences, sup-

porting their imprinted state (Figure S4B). Therefore, of the 39

TARSII identified mgDMRs in monkeys, 27 are counterparts of

the known mgDMRs in humans, and 7 of the 10 remaining

mgDMRs with SNPs exhibit allelic DNA methylation, again vali-

dating the accuracy of TARSII in predicting germline DMRs. Us-

ing CGmapTools, we found the putative mgDMR forCTDP1_UP,

which was identified by TARSII in humans, exhibits allelic DNA

methylation, supporting its imprinted state (Figures 3E and S4C).

Next, we studied the imprinting dynamics between early

embryos and somatic tissues in monkeys by comparing the

PEG-emDMRs in early embryos and mgDMRs in somatic tis-

sues. Using 10-kb distance from gene bodies of PEGs to the

emDMRs (Figures 1B and 1D) as a cutoff to define an associa-

tion, we identified 276 PEG-emDMRs in monkey (16 cell) early

embryos (Figure 4B; Table S2). Surprisingly, when the PEG-

emDMRs are compared with the TARSII identified mgDMRs in

monkeys (Figure 4A), only 4 are overlapped (Figure 4B). This in-

dicates PEGs are also largely different between early embryos

and somatic tissues in monkeys. To determine whether this phe-

nomenon is conserved in humans, we analyzed public transcrip-

tome and methylome datasets in uniparental 8-cell embryos of

humans (Leng et al., 2019). By applying the same methods and

cutoffs used in our investigation of monkeys, we identified 271

PEGs and 24,501 emDMRs in human 8-cell embryos (Figures

S4D and S4E), defining 334 PEG-emDMRs (Figure 4C; Table

S2). Similar to monkeys, only 2 PEG-emDMRs in early embryos

are overlapped with the 35 putative and known mgDMRs in so-

matic tissues in humans (Figures 3E and 4C), supporting that

PEGs are different between early embryos and somatic tissues

in primates. In contrast, the 35 mgDMRs are associated with

27 known PEGs identified in human somatic tissues (Babak

et al., 2015) (Figure S4F).

The imprinting differences between early embryos and so-

matic tissues are likely caused by the global DNAmethylation re-

programming during mammalian early embryonic development

(Sanchez-Delgado et al., 2016; Smallwood et al., 2011).

Although the large number of emDMRs appear to mediate

paternal-biased expression in preimplantation embryos, most

emDMRs are reprogrammed after implantation and lose their im-

printed state in somatic tissues (Figures 4D and 4E, for example).

Collectively, our analyses demonstrate that most PEG-emDMRs

in primate early embryos are not maintained in somatic tissues,

supporting differential imprinting between early embryos and so-

matic tissues of primates.

Identification of tissue-specific maternal germline
DMRs by CARSII
As mentioned above, some placenta-specific imprinted genes

regulated by placenta-specific mgDMRs have been identified

in humans (Court et al., 2014; Hamada et al., 2016; Sanchez-Del-

gado et al., 2016), suggesting human placenta tend to maintain
by TARSII in mice and the known mgDMRs summarized in a previous study

man based on 5 mC levels in AG and PG 8-cell embryos.

TARSII in human and the known mgDMRs summarized in a previous study
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Figure 4. Most PEG-emDMRs are not maintained in somatic tissues of primates

(A) A Venn diagram showing overlap between putative mgDMRs identified by TARSII in monkeys and the known mgDMRs in humans summarized in a previous

study (Court et al., 2014) (Table S3).

(B and C) Venn diagrams showing overlap between PEG-emDMRs in early embryos and the putative and known mgDMRs in monkeys (B) and humans (C).

(D and E) UCSC genome browser snapshots showing 5mC levels of representative PEG-emDMRs in early embryos and somatic tissues, as well as related PEG

expression in early embryos of monkeys (D) and humans (E).

See also Figure S4 and Tables S1 and S3.
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maternal-specific DNA methylation in early embryos. Interest-

ingly, by profiling and analyzing placentamethylome inmonkeys,

we noticed that themonkey counterpart of human placenta-spe-

cific mgDMRs is also partially methylated in monkey placenta

(Figures 5A and 5B, upper panels). Further analyses revealed

those regions are enriched for both hypermethylated and hypo-

methylated reads in human and monkey placenta (Figures 5A

and 5B, bottom panels), fulfilling a DNA methylation im-

printed state.

To further investigate the maintenance of PEG-emDMRs in

placenta and the placenta-specific imprinting in primates, we at-

tempted to identify mgDMRs from a single tissue such as

placenta. Since TARSII requires integration of methylomes

from multiple tissues for accurate prediction, we developed

another method named CARSII (CpG-island-associated,

reads-based, SNP-free method for identifying imprint-DMRs)

with the aim to predict germline DMRs in a tissue-specific

manner (Figure 5C). To minimize the variation caused by tissue

cell heterogeneity and facilitate comparison between different

tissues, we have restricted the type of mgDMR candidates to

early-embryonic maternal-allele-methylated differential methyl-

ated CpG-islands (emDMCs) identified from gametes or early

embryos (Figure 5C, left panel; Figure S5A; Table S4). The rea-

sons for focusing on emDMCs are as follows: first, CpG islands

(CGIs) are usually important transcriptional regulatory elements,

whose methylation level is subjected to tight regulation of multi-

ple factors and is more stable compared with other regions in the

genome (Deaton and Bird, 2011). Second, most mgDMRs over-

lap with emDMCs. For examples, 15 (88.2%) of the 17 known

mgDMRs in mice (Xie et al., 2012) (Table S3) and 23 (76.7%) of

the 30 known mgDMRs in humans (Court et al., 2014) (Table

S3) overlap with their emDMCs (Figure S5B). In contrast,

emDMCs only occupy �0.01% of the mice and �0.03% of the

human genome (Figure S5A). This indicates that the chance to

identify a mgDMR from emDMC is a thousand times higher

than that from other regions of the genome. Thus, focusing on

emDMCs can greatly increase the chance of predicting

mgDMRs from a single tissue.

After selecting the emDMCs based on methylomes of

gametes or early embryos (Figure S5A; Table S4), we further

determined the enrichment of both hypermethylated and hypo-

methylated reads on these emDMCs in certain somatic tissue

with algorithms similar to TARSII and removed the candidates

with false positive rate (FPR) R 0.05 (Figure 5C, middle panel).

Although themajority of candidates harbored consistent partially

methylated CpGs along the CGI, a few showed inconsistent

methylation and were filtered out (Figure 5C, right panel). Then,

the remaining mgDMR candidates were recognized as putative
Figure 5. mgDMCs of primates are highly enriched in placenta compa
(A and B) UCSC genome browser snapshots showing 5mC levels of human-place

and somatic tissues of humans (A) and monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) (B) (upper

total reads at the related germline DMRs in placenta.

(C) A schematic representation of CARSII. Briefly, emDMCs were identified by co

panel). Then, emDMCs that enriched for both hypomethylated and hypermethyla

candidates showing consistent methylation along CGIs were considered as puta

(D) Bar graphs showing the number of putative mgDMCs identified by CARSII in

cicularis, middle panel), and mice (right panel). The percentages of emDMCs that

in the bottom panels.

See also Figure S5 and Tables S1, S4, and S5.
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maternal germline differential methylated CpG islands

(mgDMCs) in each tissue. To test the accuracy and efficiency

of putative mgDMCs predicted by CARSII, we applied CARSII

to mouse methylomes and identified 18–21 putative mgDMCs

from several individual somatic tissues (Figure S5C; Table S5).

�70%–100% of these putative mgDMCs identified by CARSII

overlap with the known mgDMRs in mice (Xie et al., 2012) (Fig-

ure S5C; Table S3). Considering the existence of tissue-specific

mgDMRs, such as Cdh15 andMyo10 (Proudhon et al., 2012; Xie

et al., 2012), the accuracy of CARSII could be even higher.

Collectively, CARSII exhibited great accuracy in predicting

mgDMCs (represent mgDMRs) in individual tissue.

Primate mgDMCs are more enriched in placenta than in
somatic tissues
Next, we applied CARSII to human and monkey tissue methyl-

omes and identified putative mgDMCs in both placenta and so-

matic tissues (Figure 5D; Table S5). Surprisingly, while an

average of 40 mgDMCs were identified in human somatic tis-

sues, similar analysis revealed 158 mgDMCs in placenta (Fig-

ure 5D, left up panel), indicating that the mgDMCs in humans

are muchmore enriched in placenta than that in somatic tissues.

Notably, the lower numbers of putative mgDMCs in somatic tis-

sues are not caused by insufficient coverage as comparable

read coverage is achieved (Figure 5D, left bottom panel). To vali-

date the putative placenta-specific mgDMCs identified by

CARSII, we analyzed the allelic DNA methylation using SNPs

identified by CGmapTools (Guo et al., 2018). This analysis re-

vealed 26 putative placenta-specific mgDMCs containing

SNPs, and all of them showed significant allelic methylation (Fig-

ure S5D), validating the accuracy of CARSII in predicting

mgDMCswithin a single tissue. Next, we applied CARSII tomon-

key somatic tissue methylomes and identified an average of 61

putative mgDMCs, which is significantly fewer than the 146 iden-

tified in monkey placenta (Figure 5D, middle panel; Table S5),

indicating mgDMCs are also enriched in monkey placenta. Inter-

estingly, a similar analysis revealed that the placenta enrichment

of mgDMCs is not observed in mice (Figure 5D, right panel), indi-

cating that it is a primate-specific phenomenon.

Next, we examined whether PEG-emDMRs in human and

monkey early embryos are biasedly maintained in placenta.

Since the mgDMRs predicted by CARSII is restricted to CpG

islands, our analysis of PEG-emDMR maintenance in placenta

were only focused on the PEG-emDMRs that overlapped with

emDMCs (PEG-emDMCs). We first identified 50 and 75 PEG-

emDMCs in human and monkey early embryos, respectively

(Figure S5E). 9 out of the 50 (18.0%) PEG-emDMCs in humans

and 11 out of the 75 (14.6%) PEG-emDMCs in monkeys overlap
red with those in somatic tissues
nta-specific mgDMRs (or their homologies in monkey) in uniparental embryos

panel). The bottom panels show percentages of the methylated reads versus

mparing parental-specific DNA methylation in gametes or early embryos (left

ted reads are considered as candidate mgDMCs (middle panel). Finally, only

tive mgDMCs.

placenta and somatic tissues of humans (left panel), monkeys (Macaca fas-

meet the requirement of qualified reads (number > 20) in each tissue are shown
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Figure 6. Global loss of placenta-specific mgDMCs in monkey SCNT placenta

(A) UCSC genome browser snapshots showing 5mC levels of monkey homologies of representative known human placenta-specificmgDMRs in different cells of

monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Gnas is a common mgDMR in placenta and somatic tissues.

(legend continued on next page)
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with the putative mgDMCs in placenta (Figure S5E), indicating

PEGs in early embryos and placenta are also largely different.

Taken together, our analyses revealed that the majority of the

PEGs in early embryos have lost their imprinted state in

both embryonic and extraembryonic-derived tissues. In addi-

tion, placenta of humans and monkeys, but not mice, has about

three times as many mgDMCs as that in somatic tissues.

Global loss of placenta-specific mgDMCs in monkey
SCNT placenta
The significant enrichment of mgDMCs in placenta compared

with somatic tissues prompted us to ask whether the placenta-

specific imprinting would be lost in monkey SCNT placenta,

considering that donor cells (cumulus cells or fibroblast) are of

embryonic, but not extraembryonic, origin (Liu et al., 2018). To

this end, we profiled the placenta methylomes of newborn mon-

keys (Macaca mulatta) derived from both natural mating (WT)

and SCNT using fibroblast as donor cells. We also analyzed

the donor cell methylome generated in this study, as well as

blood cell methylome from a public dataset (Table S1). The

global methylation level of SCNT placenta is lower than that of

the donor cells and blood cells but higher than that of WT

placenta (Figure S6A), indicating a global alteration of DNA

methylation in monkey SCNT placenta. An initial inspection of

the monkey counterparts of known placenta-specific mgDMRs

in humans revealed they become either hypomethylated or hy-

permethylated in SCNT placenta compared with that in WT

placenta (Figures 5A, 6A, and S6B), indicating that their im-

printed states are lost in monkey SCNT placenta. In contrast,

the methylation pattern of mgDMRs (e.g., Gnas DMR), which

does not exhibit a difference between placenta and somatic tis-

sues, does not exhibit alteration in SCNT placenta compared

with that in WT placenta (Figures 6A and S6B). These initial ob-

servations raised the possibility that loss of placenta-specific

mgDMRs in monkey SCNT placenta might be caused by the

different imprinted states between the donor fibroblast (embry-

onic origin) and the placenta (extraembryonic origin).

To determine whether loss of placenta-specific mgDMRs in

monkey SCNT placenta happens genome-wide, we analyzed

public monkey (Macaca mulatta) sperm and oocyte DNAmethyl-

ome datasets (Gao et al., 2017) and identified 2,657 emDMCs

(Figure S6C; Table S4). Based on these emDMCs, we then iden-

tified putative mgDMCs by CARSII in placenta, donor fibroblast

cells, and blood cells of Macaca mulatta (Figure 6B; Table S5).

Similar to the observations in humans and Macaca fascicularis,

we found that putative mgDMCs are also enriched in placenta

(n = 131) compared with that in fibroblast donor cells (n = 32

and 29), or blood cells (n = 39) of Macaca mulatta (Figure 6B).

However, only 45 putative mgDMCs were identified in SCNT
(B) A bar graph showing the number of putative mgDMCs identified by CARSII in

emDMCs meet the requirement of qualified reads (number > 20) in each tissue a

(C) Heatmaps showing the percentages of methylated reads versus total reads at p

specific and common mgDMCs were categorized and analyzed separately (Tabl

(D) Boxplot showing fold changes of gene expression levels (FPKM) comparing

genes that have at least one putative placenta-specific mgDMC at promoter (lef

(E) A bar graph showing relative gene expression levels (FPKM) comparing WT a

genes related to Figure 6D.

See also Figure S6 and Tables S1, S4, and S5.
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placenta, which is similar to those identified in donor cells or

blood cells (Figure 6B). This result indicates that imprinting in

monkey SCNT placenta is severely compromised. To analyze

the methylation change of the 131 putative mgDMCs in detail,

we separated them into placenta-specific mgDMCs (n = 101)

and common mgDMCs (n = 21) (the others are unclear) (Fig-

ure 6C; Table S5). As expected, most of the placenta-specific

mgDMCs have lost their imprinted states (bi-module distribution)

to become either hypomethylated or hypermethylated state in

SCNT placenta (Figure 6C). In contrast, the common mgDMCs

still maintain their imprinted states (Figure 6C). Interestingly,

the DNA methylation state of placenta-specific mgDMCs in

SCNT placenta closely resembles that of the donor cells but

not WT placenta (Figure 6C), indicating the loss of germline

imprinting in somatic tissues cannot be regained through

SCNT reprogramming. Taken together, our results demonstrate

a global loss of placenta-specific mgDMCs in monkey SCNT

placenta, which is likely due to the imprinting differences be-

tween the donor cells and the placenta in primates.

Placenta-specific imprinted genes are dysregulated in
monkey SCNT placenta
To determine the transcriptional effect of losing placenta-

specific mgDMCs in monkey SCNT placenta, we performed

comparative transcriptome analysis in monkey WT and SCNT

placenta. We focus the analysis on genes that express in

placenta (FPKM R 1) and have at least one putative placenta-

specific mgDMC located in promoter (transcription start site ±

2.5 kb). Using these criteria, we identified 36 candidate genes

that are associated with 34 putative placenta-specific mgDMCs.

Notably, almost all these 34 putative placenta-specific mgDMCs

exhibit loss of DNA methylation in SCNT placenta (Figure S6D),

indicating the genes regulated by these putative mgDMCs

have switched from mono-allelic expression to bi-allelic expres-

sion, resulting in increased gene expression. Consistently, we

observed a median increase of 2.6-fold in their expression in

SCNT placenta compared with that in WT placenta (Figures 6D

and 6E). In contrast, the total placenta-expressed genes only

have a median 1.4-fold increase (Figure 6D). Considering the

fact that mgDMCs do not represent all mgDMRs in a certain tis-

sue (Figure S5B) and the imprinting control regions can be

located in distal regions outside promoters (Zink et al., 2018), it

is expected that more imprinted genes than the ones we identi-

fied are dysregulated in monkey SCNT placenta.

DISCUSSION

TARSII and CARSII analyses have enabled us to identify germ-

line DMRs in humans and monkeys without SNP information.
different cells of monkeys (Macaca mulatta) (upper panels). The percentage of

re shown in the bottom panels.

utative mgDMCs in different cells of monkeys (Macacamulatta). The placenta-

e S5).

WT and SCNT monkey placenta (SCNT versus WT). The placenta-expressed

t) were compared with all expressed genes in placenta (right).

nd SCNT monkey placenta (divided by gene FPKM of WT placenta) for the 36
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The analyses allowed us to make two major conclusions

regarding developmental imprinting dynamics in primates.

First, imprinting in early embryos and somatic tissues is

different as most PEG-emDMRs in early embryos are not main-

tained as mgDMRs in somatic tissues or placenta (Figures 4B,

4C, and S5E). This is likely due to DNA methylation reprogram-

ing during post-implantation development (Figures 4D and 4E).

Second, compared with mice, primates exhibit greater differ-

ence in mgDMRs between embryonic-derived and extraembry-

onic-derived tissues (Figures 5D and 6B). Based on these

observations, we propose a model to illustrate how the abun-

dant mgDMRs in early embryos are reprogrammed in different

tissues during primate embryonic development (Figure S6E).

Based on this model, somatic tissues of primates preserve

much fewer mgDMRs compared with early embryos or

placenta (Figure S6E). Interestingly, such dememorization of

mgDMRs is non-reversible and could lead to imprinting defects

in placenta of developing embryos generated from somatic cell

reprogramming (Figures 6 and S6E).

Our discovery of severe imprinting defects in cloned mon-

key placenta also revealed a major difference regarding the

barriers of mouse and primate cloning. Although both mice

and primates share the H3K9me3 reprogramming defects in

early embryos that prevents ZGA (Chung et al., 2015; Liu

et al., 2018; Matoba et al., 2014), the post-implantation bar-

riers appear to be different. While defects in H3K27me3-

dependent placenta-specific imprinting on Sfmbt2, Gab1,

Somc1, and Pfh17 were observed in mouse SCNT embryos

(Matoba et al., 2018) and were recently confirmed as impor-

tant barriers in mouse cloning (Inoue et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2020), similar defects are unlikely to exist in cloned

monkeys as maternal H3K27me3 is not well maintained in

monkey early embryos (Figures 2 and S2). Instead, we

observed a much higher enrichment of placenta-specific

mgDMRs in monkey placenta than that in mouse placenta

(Figures 5D and 6B), indicating a much more severe loss of

placenta-specific allelic DNA methylation and imprinted

expression in cloned monkeys. Considering the importance

of placenta-specific imprinted genes in mouse cloning (Inoue

et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020), the large imprinting defects

in cloned monkey placenta likely contribute to the extremely

low efficiency of monkey cloning.

In support of the above notion, at least some of the defective

imprinted genes in cloned monkey placenta (Figure 6E) are

involved in embryonic development. For examples, the expres-

sion level of DNMT1 is positively correlated with human

placenta growth (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2016). In mice, knock-

ing out Hand2 or its homolog Hand1 resulted in embryonic

lethality due to severe placenta defects (McFadden et al.,

2005). In addition, RHOBTB3, SIAH1, and TNFAIP2 play an

important role in regulating cell proliferation (Adam et al.,

2015; Jia et al., 2018; Lu and Pfeffer, 2013). Future work should

investigate the functions of the placenta-specific imprinted

genes in primate embryonic development and test whether

restoring the allelic expression of functionally relevant imprinted

genes in placenta will improve cloning efficiency. It is also inter-

esting to test whether using extraembryonic donor cells for

SCNT or performing tetraploid complementation can increase

monkey cloning efficiency.
Limitation of the study
We would like to note that, while TARSII and CARSII are efficient

in predicting germline DMRs in an SNP-independent manner, a

low false-positive discoveries rate is noted. Thus, stringent

confirmation of imprinting status at certain DMR requires SNP-

based allelic analyses.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-H3K27me3 Diagenode Cat#C15410069; RRID: AB_2814977

Anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to

Alexa488

Abcam Cat#ab150077; RRID: AB_2630356

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Recombinant human follitropin alfa (rhFSH) Merck Serono N/A

Recombinant human chorionic

gonadotropin alfa (rhCG)

Merck Serono N/A

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#A7906

Hyaluronidase Sigma-Aldrich Cat#H3506

CMRL-1066 medium GibcoTM Cat#11530037

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) GibcoTM Cat#A4766801

Hepes-buffered Tyrode’s albumin lactate

pyruvate/TALP (TH3)

Liu et al., 2016 N/A

HECM-9 medium Liu et al., 2016 N/A

D-mannitol Sigma-Aldrich Cat#M4125

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P8136

Polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P5288

6-Dimethylaminopurine Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D2629

Cytochalasin B Sigma-Aldrich Cat#C6762

DMEM/F-12 medium GibcoTM Cat#11320033

embryo culture oil Vitrolife Cat#10029

Ionomycin Sigma-Aldrich Cat#I0634

Trichostatin A Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T8552

TritonTM X-100 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#X100

Tween-20 Sigma-Aldrich Cat#P9416

SPRIselect Beads Beckman Coulter Cat#B23318

Spermidine Sigma-Aldrich Cat#S2626

COmpleteTM Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Roche Cat#11697498001

BioMagPlus Concanavalin A Polysciences Cat#86057-3

Digitonin ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#BN2006

RNase A ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#EN0531

Glycogen ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#AM9510

Proteinase K Solution ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#25530049

Buffer RLT Plus QIAGEN Cat#1053393

Lambda DNA Promega Cat#D1501

dNTPs ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#R0181

Klenow exo- Enzymatics Cat#P7010-LC-L

Exonuclease I (E. coli) New England Biolabs Cat#M0568

T4 DNA Polymerase New England Biolabs Cat#M0203L

Klenow Fragment New England Biolabs Cat#M0210L

T4 Polynucleotide Kinase New England Biolabs Cat#M0201L

CutSmart Buffer New England Biolabs Cat#B7204S

PhusionTM High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#F530L

TRIzolTM Reagent ThermoFisher Scientific Cat#15596026

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Critical commercial assays

SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit for

Sequencing

Takara Cat#634891

NEBNext UltraTM II DNA library prep kit for

Illumina

New England Biolabs Cat#E7103

EZ DNA Methylation-Direct Kit Zymo Research Cat#D5020

KAPA HiFi HotStart Uracil + ReadyMix Kit KAPA Biosystems Cat#KR0413

NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina New England Biolabs Cat#E7500L

Quick LigationTM Kit New England Biolabs Cat#M2200L

NEBNext UltraTM II RNA Library Prep Kit for

Illumina

New England Biolabs Cat#E7775

Deposited data

All the sequencing data generated in this

study (Also see Table S1)

NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus GEO: GSE159347

Oligonucleotides

PreAmp oligo in PBAT: CTACACGAC

GCTCTTCCGATCTNNNNNNNNN

This study N/A

Adaptor 2 oligo in PBAT: CAGACGTGT

GCTCTTCCGATCTNNNNNNNNN

This study N/A

Software and algorithms

ImageJ Rueden et al., 2017 https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html

Trim Galore Felix Krueger in Babraham Institute https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5127899

TopHat (v2.1.1) Kim et al., 2013 http://github.com/infphilo/tophat

Cufflinks (v2.2.1) Trapnell et al., 2012 http://cole-trapnell-lab.github.io/cufflinks/

getting_started/

Bowtie2 (v2.3.4.1) Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 http://github.com/BenLangmead/bowtie2

Picard Toolkit Broad Institute http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/

Bismark (v0.20.0) Krueger and Andrews, 2011 https://github.com/FelixKrueger/Bismark

CGmapTools Guo et al., 2018 https://cgmaptools.github.io/

TARSII/CARSII This study https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5484230
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Request for reagents and data should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Yi Zhang (yzhang@genetics.med.

harvard.edu)

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique materials or reagents

Data and code availability
All the sequencing data generated in this study (listed in Table S1) have been deposited at GEO and are publicly available as of the

date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

All the public datasets applied in this study are also listed in Table S1 with related accession numbers.

All original code has been deposited at GitHub (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5484230) and is publicly available as of the date of

publication. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animal ethics statements
Healthy female monkeys, ranging in age from 6-12 years with body weights of 4-7 kg, were selected for use in this study. The

cynomolgus and rhesus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis and Macaca Mulatta) facility in this study is accredited by Association for
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Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC) International and all experimental protocols were approved in

advance by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Yunnan Key Laboratory of Primate Biomedical Research

with permission number LPBR201901008. The animals were housed in a controlled environment (Temperature: 22 ± 1�C; humidity:

50% ± 5% RH) with 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle (lights on at 08:00 am). All animals were given commercial monkey diet twice a

day with tap water ad libitum and were fed fruits and vegetables daily. During and after experiments, monkeys have been under care-

ful veterinary oversight to ensure good health. They were never involved in previous procedures and were drug and/or test naive.

METHOD DETAILS

Super-ovulation and oocyte collection
The ovarian stimulation and oocyte recovery were performed as previously described (Niu et al., 2010). Briefly, healthy female mon-

keys with regular menstrual cycles were selected as oocyte donors for superovulation, which were performed by twice-daily intra-

muscular injection of 18.75 IU of recombinant human follitropin alfa (rhFSH) for 8 days, then 1000 IU of recombinant human chorionic

gonadotropin alfa (rhCG) on day 9. Cumulus-oocyte complexes were collected by laparoscopic follicular aspiration 32-35 hours after

rhCG administration. Follicular contents were placed in Hepes-buffered Tyrode’s albumin lactate pyruvate/TALP (TH3) medium con-

taining 0.3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) at 37 �C. Oocytes were stripped of cumulus cells by pipetting after brief exposure (<1 min)

to hyaluronidase (0.5 mg/mL) in TH3 medium to allow visual selection of metaphase II (MII, first polar body present) oocytes. The

collected oocytes were cultured in the pre-equilibrated 50 ml drops of CMRL-1066 medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum

(FBS) at 37�C, 5% CO2.

Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI)
Mature oocytes were subjected to sperm injection immediately after collection and then cultured in CMRL-1066 medium containing

10% FBS at 37�C in 5% CO2. Fertilization was confirmed by the presence of a second polar body and two pronuclei. Zygotes were

then cultured in chemically defined hamster embryo culture medium-9 (HECM-9) containing 10% FBS at 37�C in 5% CO2 to allow

embryo to develop. The culture medium was replaced every other day.

Parthenogenetic (PG) embryo collection
Parthenogenetic activation was achieved following a previous procedure (Wei et al., 2011). MII oocytes were subjected to electrical

pulses generated by an Electro Cell Manipulator (Eppendorf Multiporator) applied in a chamber consisting of 2 parallel, stainless

steel, 0.5 mm diameter electrodes attached to a glass slide, 0.5 mm apart. The chamber was filled with 0.27 M D-mannitol in embryo

culture-quality water, supplemented with 0.1mg/ml PVA, 0.1%BSA, 100 mMMgCl2 and 10 mMCaCl2. The oocytes were subjected to

two direct-current pulses of 1.25 kV/cm for 30 msec. After activation, parthenogenic embryos were rinsed several times with TH3

medium and cultured in HECM-9 medium containing 2 mM 6- Dimethylaminopurine for 5 hours at 37.5�C, 5% CO2, then transferred

to regular HECM-9 medium.

Androgenetic (AG) embryo collection
Androgenetic embryos are generated according to a previous report (Yang et al., 2012). Briefly, MII oocytes were placed into a 50 ml

manipulation droplet of TH3 (containing 5mg/ml cytochalasin B) and covered with embryo culture oil at 37 �C. The spindle-chromo-

some complex of MII oocytes was removed by an enucleation pipette under a spindle-imagine microscopic system. Enucleated oo-

cytes were washed three times by TH3 and transferred to a new dish to perform intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) (Chan and

Yang, 2009). Enucleated oocytes were held by holding pipet with the polar body at the 12 o’clock position, followed by insertion of the

injection needle with a sperm through the zone into the cytoplasm. The oolemma was then penetrated by gently cytoplasmic aspi-

ration and the sperm was inject into cytoplasm. After ICSI, oocytes were rinsed several times with TH3 medium and incubated in

CMRL-1066 medium till the observation of pronucleus at 6 to 8 hours after ICSI. Embryos were cultured in pre-equilibrated

HECM-9 medium at 37.5�C and 5% CO2.

Monkey SCNT
MONKEY SCNT was performed as previously described (Liu et al., 2018). Donor fibroblast cells were isolated from ear tissues of a

10-years old male rhesus monkey, and were cultured 3-6 days before being used for SCNT. Confluent cells were synchronized in the

G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle by culture in DMEM/F12 medium with 0.5% FBS for 24 hours before SCNT. MII oocytes were placed

into 50 ml manipulation droplet of TH3 medium (containing 5mg/ml cytochalasin B) in a glass-bottom dish and covered with embryo

culture oil at 37 �C. The spindle-chromosome complex of MII oocyte was removed by an enucleation pipette under a spindle-imagine

microscopic system (Oosight imaging system, HAMILTON THORNE). Then the fibroblast cell was introduced to the perivitelline

space under the zona pellucida and fused to the enucleated oocyte by virus (HVJ-E)-mediated fusion. The reconstructed SCNT em-

bryos were activated in TH3 medium containing 5 nM ionomycin for 5 min, then washed with TH3 and moved to HECM-9 medium

containing 2 mM 6-dimethylaminopurine for 4 hours. The SCNT embryos were then treated with 10 nM Trichostatin A (TSA) for 10

hours during and after activation. Then 10 pl of Kdm4d mRNA was injected at 6 hours after activation with a concentration of

1000 ng/ml. After activation, SCNT embryos were cultured in pre-equilibrated HECM-9 medium at 37.5�C under 5% CO2.
e3 Developmental Cell 56, 1–15.e1–e7, October 25, 2021
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For embryo transfer, female monkeys with synchronous menstrual cycle were used as surrogates. The cleaved embryos with high

quality at two-cell to blastocyst stage were transferred into the oviduct of the matched surrogates, three or four embryos were trans-

ferred into each female. Clinical pregnancy was confirmed by fetal cardiac activity and presence of a yolk sac as detected by ultra-

sonography (Chen et al., 2012). After fetuses were born with full term, placentae were frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately and then

thaw before using.

Embryo immunofluorescent staining
Embryos were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) for 15 minutes at room temperature, and

washed three times with PBS before being incubated overnight with 0.3% Triton X-100 and 0.1% PVP at 4 �C. After washing with

PBS for three times, embryos were blocked for 2 hours in block buffer (3% BSA + 10% FBS + 0.1% PVP). Then, embryos were incu-

bated overnight at 4 �C with H3K27me3 antibody diluted with 1:200. Next day embryos were washed with PBS containing 0.01%

Tween-20 and 0.1% PVP for three times (10 minutes each) and incubated in blocking buffer with anti-rabbit antibody conjugated

to Alexa488 with 1:500 dilution for 2 hours at room temperature. Nuclei were stained with DAPI for 30 minutes at room temperature.

Finally, the stained embryos were washed with PBS containing 0.01% Tween-20 and 0.1% PVP for three times (10 minutes for each

time) before taking picture under microscope. The absolute H3K27me3 immunofluorescent intensity was quantified using ImageJ.

The background intensity was calculated using the average value of 5 locations in the cytoplasm. The normalized H3K27me3 inten-

sity for each nucleus was calculated by using the absolute intensity minus the background intensity.

Transcriptome profiling in monkey early embryos
Transcriptomes in early embryos were profiled based on Smart-seq2 (Picelli et al., 2013). SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit for

Sequencing (Takara) was applied according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, single embryo was incubated in lysis buffer with

RNase inhibitor on dry ice for 1 minutes, and then thawed at room temperature. First-Strand Buffer, SMART-Seq v4 Oligonucleotide,

3’ SMART-Seq CDS primer II and RNase inhibitor was added into the lysed cells and incubated at 72�C for 3 minutes before putting

on ice. Incubating was performed after adding SMARTScribe II Reverse Transcriptase as following: 42�C for 90minutes then 70�C for

10 minutes. Without purification, SeqAmp PCR Buffer, PCR Primer II A and SeqAmp DNA Polymerase were added for pre-amplifi-

cation using thermal cycler for 12 cycles following the manufacturer’s instruction. The amplified cDNA was then purified by 1.83 vol-

ume of SPRIselect beads and fragmented into an average of 200 bp by sonication using ultrasonicator (M220, Covaris). Then, the

cDNA was prepared into library for sequencing using NEBNext UltraTM II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina according to manufac-

turer’s instruction.

H3K27me3 profiling in monkey early embryos
H3K27me3 profiling in monkey early embryos was performed by the cleavage under targets and release using nuclease (CUT&RUN)

(Skene and Henikoff, 2017) with some modifications. Briefly, several embryos containing about 200 � 300 cells were combined and

transferred in a 1.5-ml tube containing 50 ul washing buffer [20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM spermidine, and 1x pro-

tease inhibitor cocktails]. The embryos were then captured with BioMagPlus Concanavalin A beads, and incubated with anti-

H3K27me3 antibody diluted by 1:100 for 16 hours at 4�C in antibody incubation buffer [20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl,

0.5 mM spermidine, 1x protease inhibitor cocktails, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.02% Digitonin]. After unbound antibodies were washed

away, protein A-MNase (pA-MN, a gift from Dr. Steven Henikoff) was added at a 1:280 ratio (500 ng/ml) and incubated for 3 hours

at 4�C. After washing, CaCl2 was added to a final concentration of 2 mM to activate pA-MN, and the reaction was carried out for

20 min at 4�C and then stopped by addition of STOP buffer [1,700 mM NaCl, 100 mM EDTA, 20 mM EGTA, 250 mg/mL RNase A

and 250 mg/mL glycogen] with 1:10 volume. The protein-DNA complexes were released by 10 min incubation at 37�C followed by

centrifugation for 5 min at 16,000 g at 4�C. After transferring the supernatant to a new Lo-bound tube, 1:100 volume of 10% SDS

and 1:80 volume of 25 mg/ml Proteinase K were added and incubated at 55�C for at least 1 hour. DNA was then precipitated by

phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcohol followed by ethanol precipitation with glycogen, and then dissolved in water. The purified DNA

was then made into library for sequencing using NEBNext UltraTM II DNA Libarary Prep Kit for Illumina according to manufacturer’s

instructions.

Post-bisulfite adaptor tagging (PBAT)
DNAmethylomes of early embryos and adult tissues ofMacaca fascicularis are performed using PBAT (Miura et al., 2012) with some

modifications. Briefly, early embryos were pre-treated by lysed in Buffer RLT Plus. DNA from tissues are extracted by phenol/chlo-

roform/isoamylalcohol followed by isopropanol precipitation. Then lysed embryos or extracted DNA was mixed with lambda DNA

(1:200) and subjected to sodium bisulfite conversion using the Zymo EZ DNA Methylation-Direct Kit following the manufacturer’s in-

struction. The eluted bisulfite-converted DNA was then subject to random tagging by incubation at 65�C for 3 min after adding 2.5 ml

of Blue buffer, 1 ml of 10 mMPreAmp oligo, and 1 ml of 10mMdeoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs). After cooled down on ice, 1 ml of

Klenow exo� (50 U/ml) was added and extension was performed by incubating at 4�C for 5 min, and 37�C for 30 min (+1�C/15 s from

4� to 37�C). After denaturation at 95�C for 1min and cooled down on ice, the same extension programwas repeated after the addition

of 0.5 ml of Klenow exo� (50 U/ml), 0.1 ml of 10 mM dNTPs, 1 ml of 10 mMPreAmp oligo, 0.25 ml of Blue buffer, and 0.65 ml of H2O. The

denaturation and extension steps were repeated for another two rounds. Any remaining oligos were removed by incubating at 37�C
for 1 hour after addition of 2 ml ofE. coli exonuclease I (20 U/ml) and 65 ml of H2O. After purification with 0.83 volumeSPRIselect beads,
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adaptor 2 tagging was followed. Specifically, purified DNA (20 ml) was denatured at 95�C for 1 min after the addition of 20 ml of H2O,

5 ml of Blue buffer, 2 ml of 10 mMAdaptor 2 oligo, and 2 ml of 10mMdNTPs. After cooled down on ice, 1 ml of Klenow exo� (50 U/ml) was

added and extensionwas performed by incubating at 4�C for 5min and 37�C for 90min (+1�C/15 s from 4� to 37�C). Then, the double-
tagged DNA was purified by 0.83 SPRIselect beads and amplified by 8 cycles using KAPA HiFi Uracil+ ReadyMix Kit and NEBNext

Multiplex Oligos for Illumina.

Whole genome bisulfite sequencing profiling (WGBS)
Placenta DNA methylomes from Macaca fascicularis and Macaca mulatta were profiled based on traditional WGBS. The extracted

DNA was mixed with lambda DNA (1:200) and sonicated into an average of 300 bp fragments using ultrosonicator. 24 ml sonicated

DNA fragments (�200 ng) were added with 5 ml T4 DNA Ligase Buffer, 5 ml dNTP (10 mM), 5 ml ATP (10 mM) and 1 ml END Repair

Enzyme Mix [30 ml T4 DNA Polymerase (3U/ml), 1.2 ml Klenow Fragment (5U/ml) and 30 ml T4 DNA Polynucleotide Kinase (10U/ml)],

and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. Then, 32 ml DNA was purified by 1.83 volume SPRIselect beads, added by 5 ml

CutSmart Buffer, 10 ml dATP (1 mM) and 3 ml Klenow exo- enzyme (5U/ml) and incubated at 37�C for 30 minutes. 8 ml DNA was

then purified by 1.83 volume SPRIselect beads, added by 10 ml Quick Ligase Buffer, 1 ml Quick Ligase and 1 ml methylated adaptors

(Illumina standard adaptors synthesized with all cytosines methylated), and incubated at room temperature for 3 hours. The ligated

DNAwas then purified by 13 volumeSPRIselect beads and subjected to sodiumbisulfite conversion using the ZymoEZDNAMethyl-

ation-Direct Kit following the manufacturer’s instruction. Finally, bisulfite converted fragments were PCR amplified using KAPA HiFi

HotStart Uracil+ ReadyMix Kit following manufacturer’s instruction for 12 cycles and purified by 13 volume SPRIselect beads.

Transcriptome profiling in monkey placenta
Total RNA of WT and SCNT placenta ofMacaca mulatta was extracted by TRIzol. RNA integrity was confirmed by Bioanalyzer 2100

system (Agilent Technologies) and sent to Novogene for library construction using NEBNext UltraTM RNA Library Prep Kit for Illu-

mina. Briefly, a total of 1 mg RNA was used as input for each sample. The mRNA was purified from total RNA using oligo-dT attached

magnetic beads. Fragmentation was carried out using divalent cations under elevated temperature in NEBNext First Strand Synthe-

sis Reaction Buffer. Then, the first strand cDNAwas synthesized using random hexamer primer andM-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase.

Second strand cDNA synthesis was subsequently performed using DNA Polymerase I and RNase H. The remaining overhangs were

converted into blunt ends via exonuclease and polymerase activities. After adenylation of 3’ ends of DNA fragments, NEBNext

Adaptor with hairpin loop structure were ligated to prepare for hybridization. To select for cDNA fragments of 250�300 bp in length,

the library fragments were purified with SPRIselect beads. Then 3 ml USER Enzyme was then added to the size-selected, adaptor-

ligated cDNA at 37�C for 15 min followed by 5 min at 95 �C before PCR. Then PCR was performed with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA

polymerase and PCR products were purified using SPRIselect beads.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data mapping and processing
Adaptors of all sequenced reads were firstly trimmed by Trim Galore with parameters

--illumina –paired (for pair-end libraries). For PBAT libraries, the paired-end sequenced readsweremixed and processed as single-

end sequenced reads. The Trim Galore parameters for PBAT libraries were --dont_gzip --clip_R1 9 --three_prime_clip_R1 9. Reads

were then mapped to reference genomes of mm9 (mouse), hg19 (human), macFas5 (Macaca fascicularis) or rheMac8 (Macaca

mulatta) accordingly.

RNA-seq processing
Adaptor trimmed reads were mapped using TopHat with parameter -p 2 -g 1 --no-coverage-search. Then, expression values rep-

resented by Fragments per Kilobase per Million (FPKM) of the protein-coding genes were calculated by Cufflinks based on annota-

tions from Ensemble database.

CUT&RUN
Libraries were sequenced in paired-endmanner and adaptor trimmed reads weremapped using Bowtie2 with parameters -t -q -p 4 -

N 1 -L 25 -X 2000 --no-mixed --no-discordant. Duplicated reads were removed using MarkDuplicates from Picard Toolkit and the

remaining paired readswith inserted fragments over 150 bpwere kept for further analysis. For calculating H3K27me3 enrichment, the

whole genome was divided into bins with 100 bp length. The values represented by Reads per Kilobase per Million (RPKM) was then

calculated in each bin.

PBAT and WGBS
Adaptor trimmed reads were mapped using Bismark with parameters --fastq -L 30 -N 1 --non_directional. Duplicated reads were

removed using MarkDuplicates from Picard Toolkit and methylated CpGs were interpreted by bismark_methylation_extractor with

parameters -s --no_overlap --report - -bedGraph. For calculating 5mC levels at base resolution, a cutoff of minimal 33 coverage

was required for each CpG site. The 5mC levels for certain CpG was calculated using the number of methylated CpGs to divide

the number of total CpGs detected on this CpG site.
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Identification of paternal-biased expressed genes (PEGs)
Monkey 16-cell embryos

The average gene expression levels (represented by FPKM) of replicates of AG or PG embryoswere calculated. Genes on autosomes

with average FPKM >= 2 in AG embryos were selected for further analysis. The remaining genes with AG (average FPKM)/PG

(average FPKM) >= 3 and each AG replicate (FPKM)/PG (average FPKM) >= 1.5 were determined as PEGs.

Human 8-cell embryos

This was assessed from published datasets (Leng et al., 2019). the gene expression levels of the single cells (also profiled based on

Smart-seq2 method) were calculated individually. The gene expression levels for a single embryo were the average gene expression

levels of the single cell detected from the same embryo. Then, the average gene expression levels of different AG or PG embryoswere

calculated. Genes on autosomes with average FPKM >= 2 in AG embryos were selected for further analysis. The remaining genes

with AG (average FPKM)/PG (average FPKM) >= 3 and each AG replicate (FPKM)/PG (average FPKM) >= 1.5 were determined

as PEGs.

Identification of maternal-allele-methylated differentially methylated regions (mDMRs)
Only CpGs with minimal 33 coverage in both AG and PG embryos were used in analysis. Genomic regions that contain at least 10

consecutive maternal-biasedly methylated CpGs [PG (5mC) - AG (5mC) >= 0.5] (Two neighboring CpGs should be within 500 bp)

were selected as candidates. The 5mC levels of the candidates were then calculated and 5mC levels in AG embryos <= 0.15

were identified as mDMRs.

Identification of ZGA genes in Macaca fascicularis

The transcriptome profiles of 4-cell embryos and 8-cell embryos in Macaca fascicularis were downloaded from a previously report

(Liu et al., 2018). The genes that showed FPKM >= 2 in 8-cell embryos and 8-cell (FPKM)/4-cell (FPKM) >=3 were defined as ZGA

genes in this study.

Global correlation analysis of H3K27me3
Firstly, the RPKM values in 100 bp bins were normalized using Z-score normalization method. Then, the average RPKM in certain 10

kb bin was calculated using the summary of RPKM values of all the 100 bp bins in that 10 kb bin to divide the bin length (10 for 10 kb).

Next, all the RPKM values of the same bin between the two samples were plotted for comparison. Pearson’s correlation coefficient

was also calculated as correlation value.

Identification of AG and PG-biased H3K27me3 regions
The whole genome of monkey was firstly divided into 5 kb bins and the H3K27me3 RPKM values of each bin were calculated in both

AG and PG embryos. If the RPKM value of certain bin in PG embryos >= average RPKM in PG embryos, and the value of PG/AG

(RPKM) >= 3, we defined this bin as a PG-biased H3K27me3 region. The same cutoff was applied to identify AG-biased

H3K27me3 regions.

Identification of putative imprinted DMRs by TARSII
Fastq file and row reads processing

Notably, traditional WGBSmethod requires to first generate DNA fragments and ligate themwith adaptors, then treat the ligated DNA

fragments with bisulfite. This strategy will cause loss of DNAmethylation in a part of reads specifically in the second fastq file of a pair-

end sequencing. Thus, if theWGBS library is constructed in the way described above, we suggest to either only use the first fastq file

or remove the reads in the second fastq file with Sam Flag marked as 177 or 129 (two reads mapped to the same DNA strand). Then

the filtered raw reads should be applied for TARSII/CARSII.

If the methylome library is constructed by first treating the genomic DNA with bisulfite, then ligating the single strand DNA frag-

ments with adaptors as that in PBAT, both fastq files in pair-end sequencing can be used. Both fastq files from a pair-end sequencing

can be combined into a single file and aligned with Bismark for TARSII/CASII.

Select partially methylated domain (PMD)

5mC levels at base resolution was first calculated and CpGs with minimal 33 coverage were selected for further analysis. Genomic

regionswith at least 10 consecutive CpGs (two neighboring CpGs should bewithin 500 bp) withmethylation levels ranging from 0.3 to

0.7 were determined as PMDs.

Quantify methylated reads in PMDs

After defining the PMDs of each methylome, reads that located in those PMDs are selected out. The reads that have just a part of

bases located in a PMD were trimmed and reorganized using the bases located within the PMD. Only the reads containing at least

3 CpGs were qualified and the PMDs containing at least 30 qualified reads were kept for further analysis. The 5mC level of each read

was calculated using numbers of methylated CpGs to divide that of total CpGs on that read. Then, numbers of reads with 5mC levels

ranging from 0.0 to 0.2 (hypomethylated reads), as well as 5mC levels ranging from 0.8 to 1.0 (hypermethylated reads) were summa-

rized. The percentages of hypomethylated reads and hypermethylated reads in a certain PMD were calculated by dividing the num-

ber of total qualified reads in that PMD. PMDs contain >= 30% of hypomethylated reads and >= 30% of hypermethylated reads were

identified as candidates.
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Tissue integration

Six somatic tissues derived from three germ layers (two tissues from each germ layer) were selected for integration analysis. Can-

didates identified from all six tissues were firstly combined and the overlapping regions were merged together. Then, the merged

candidates were compared with the candidates in each tissue. If a candidate has been detected in at least 5 tissues, the candidate

was identified as a putative imprinted DMR.

Select putative germline DMRs

The putative imprinted DMRs were further analyzed with parental methylomes of AG and PG embryos (in human and Macaca

fascicularis) or sperm and oocyte (in mouse). The putative imprinted DMRs showing maternal-allele-biased methylation [Mat.

(5mC) - Pat. (5mC) >= 0.5 and Pat. (5mC) <= 0.15] were identified as putative maternal germline DMRs, while those showing

paternal-allele-biased methylation [Pat. (5mC) - Mat. (5mC) >= 0.5] were identified as putative paternal germline DMRs. The remain-

ing putative imprinted DMRs were claimed as putative somatic DMRs.

Identification of putative maternal germline DMCs by CARSII
Fastq file and row reads processing

The fastq file and row reads processing in CARSII is the same as TARSII.

Select maternal-allele-methylated differentially methylated CpG-islands (mDMCs)

5mC levels at base resolution were first calculated and CpGs with minimal 3x coverage in both paternal and maternal methylomes

(AG and PG embryos in human andMacaca fascicularis, or sperm and oocyte in mouse andMacaca mulatta) were used in analysis.

CpG islands (CGIs) in each reference genome were based on the annotation of UCSC genome browser database. Parental 5mC

levels of CGIs were calculated and the CGIs showing maternal-allele-biased methylation [Mat. (5mC) - Pat. (5mC) >= 0.5 and Pat.

(5mC) <= 0.15] were defined as mDMCs.

Quantify methylated reads in mDMCs

after defining the mDMCs in a certain species, reads that located within those mDMCs in individual tissue methylome are selected

out. The reads that have just a part of bases located in a mmCGI were trimmed and reorganized using the bases located within the

mDMCs. Only the reads containing at least 3 CpGswere qualified and themDMCs containing at least 20 qualified reads were kept for

further analysis. The 5mC level of each read was calculated using numbers of methylated CpGs to divide that of total CpGs on that

read. Then, numbers of reads with 5mC levels ranging from 0.0 to 0.2 (hypomethylated reads), as well as 5mC levels ranging from 0.8

to 1.0 (hypermethylated reads) were summarized. The percentages of the hypomethylated reads and hypermethylated reads in a

mDMC were calculated by dividing the number of total qualified reads on that mDMC. mDMCs contain >= 30% of hypomethylated

reads and >= 30% of hypermethylated reads in certain methylome were identified as candidates in that methylome.

Remove inconsistent CGIs

To reduce the false positive candidates caused by unbalanced distribution of hypomethylated reads and hypermethylated reads in-

side the CGIs, each CGI was divided into two parts with equal length. Then, 5mC levels in each part was calculated. The CGIs that

have 5mC differences higher than 0.2 between the two parts were identified as in consistent CGIs and then removed.

Calculation of false positive rates (FPRs) of mDMCs identified by CARSII in certain methylome
To calculate the FPR of maternal germline DMCs identified by CARSII in certain methylome, we firstly pooled the qualified reads

(CpG >= 3) that also aligned to all CGIs in that methylome. Then, we randomly select the reads with an abundance that resembles

the naturally occurring reads abundance for each mDMC for 10,000 times. Then we compare the times for this mDMC to have

both >= 30% hypermethylated reads and >= 30% hypomethylated reads with the total times tested, as the FPR for this mDMC in

that methylome. In this study, we require FPR < 0.05 for all the putative maternal germline DMCs identified by CARSII.

Allelic DNA methylation analysis
The allelic DNA methylation analysis from DNA methylome datasets was based on a published method CGmapTools.

Briefly, the initial bam files applied to CGmapTools were generated by Bismark and the duplicates were removed using

MarkDuplicates from Picard Toolkit. Potential SNP sites in a cetain methylome was firstly identified by CGmapTools with parameters

snv -m -v --bayes-dynamicP. Next, SNPs with p-value < 0.01 and located within the targeted regions were selected out for further

analysis. Using the asm module of CGmapTools, all the reads that contained a certain SNP was selected out and assigned into two

alleles based on that SNP. Then, the average 5mC levels of all the CpGs covered by those reads on both alleles were calculated

separately for allelic comparison.
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Figure S1. Identification of DNA methylation-associated and -unassociated embryonic PEGs, related to 
Figure 1. 
(A) Photographs showing the morphologies of AG and PG 16-cell monkey embryos used in this study (zona 

pellucida has been removed).  

(B) Heatmap showing correlations of transcriptomes between replicates of AG and PG 16-cell embryos. 

Correlation is indicated by Pearson correlation coefficient.  

(C) Boxplots showing expression levels [log2(FPKM)] of zygotic genome activation (ZGA) genes in 4-cell 

(pre-ZGA), 8cell (ZGA), as well as AG and PG 16-cell embryos in monkey. 
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Figure S2. H3K27me3 is globally reprogrammed in monkey early embryos, related to Figure 2. 
(A) Heatmaps comparing gene expression levels and H3K27me3 enrichment in gene bodies in AG and PG 16-

cell monkey embryos.  

(B) Scatter plots comparing global H3K27me3 signals (in 10 kb bins) between replicates of ICSI generated 16-

cell embryos and blastocysts, as well as between ICSI and AG/PG 16-cell embryos in monkey. The Pearson 

correlation coefficient value are calculated and shown.  

(C) UCSC genome browser snapshots of H3K27me3 distribution at representative genes in AG and PG 16-cell 

embryos, ICSI generated 16-cell embryos and blastocysts.  

(D) Expression levels of the core PRC2 components (EED, SUZ12 and EZH2) in both pre-ZGA and ZGA 

embryos in monkey (4-cell/8-cell) and mouse (Early/late 2-cell).  

(E) Boxplots showing H3K27me3 enrichment in AG and PG 16-cell embryos in monkey at PG-biased 

H3K27me3 regions (5 kb bin).  

(F) A Pie chart showing number of PEGs in monkey early embryos that are associated with PG-biased 

H3K27me3 regions, but not with an emDMR, in 10 kb distance from the gene bodies. 
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Figure S3. Identification of putative germline DMRs by TARSII, related to Figure 3. 
(A) A Fluid plot showing percentage of hypomethylated reads (5mC <= 0.2) and hypermethylated reads 

(5mC >= 0.8) versus total reads at known germline DMRs in mouse based on a deeply sequenced mouse cortex 

methylome (Xie et al., 2012).  
(B) A bar graph showing the number of candidate DMRs commonly identified in different number of tissues. At 

the first step, a total 6,208 of candidate DMRs were identified from all the six somatic tissues.  

(C) A bar graph showing the percentage of overlapping between the candidate DMRs commonly identified in 

different numbers of tissues and the known imprinted DMRs in mouse. The red arrow indicates the cutoff 

eventually used for TARSII analysis in this study.  

(D) A bar graph showing the number of putative imprinted DMRs identified with different cutoffs of minimal 

read number for each candidate DMR. The number of known imprinted DMRs under each condition is 

presented in blue color. The red arrow indicates the cutoff finally used for TARSII analysis in this study.  

(E, F) UCSC genome browser snapshots showing examples of putative mgDMRs identified by TARSII in 

mouse (E) and human (F). 5mC levels in germ cells (mouse), uniparental embryos (human) and somatic tissues 

are presented. Black bars indicate the ranges of predicted mgDMRs by TARSII. 
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Figure S4. Most PEG-emDMRs are not maintained in somatic tissues of primates, related to Figure 4. 

(A) A Pie chart showing the different categories of putative imprinted DMRs identified by TARSII in monkey 

based on methylomes of AG and PG 16-cell monkey embryos.  

(B, C) Bar plots showing allelic 5mC levels at mgDMRs identified by TARSII in monkey (B) and human (C) 

calculated by CGmapTools (Guo et al., 2018). Stars indicate significance of the allelic 5mC differences. * : p-

value < 1.0E-3, **: p-value < 1.0E-4, ***: p-value < 1.0E-5. N.S. not statistically significant.  
(D) Boxplots showing expression fold changes of PEGs identified from human uniparental embryos. The fold 

change value of specific gene in each sample is calculated using the gene FPKM in that sample divided by the 

average gene FPKM of all samples of PG embryos.  

(E) Heatmap showing 5mC levels in emDMRs in AG and PG 8-cell embryos of human.  

(F) A Pie chart showing the percentage of the putative and known mgDMRs in human that are associated with 

known paternal-biasedly expressed genes identified in human somatic tissues (Court et al., 2014). 
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Figure S5. mgDMCs in primates are highly enriched in placenta compared to those in somatic tissues, 

related to Figure 5. 
(A) Heatmaps showing 5mC levels of emDMCs identified from sperm and oocyte in mouse (left panel), AG and 

PG 8-cell embryos in human (middle panel), and AG and PG 16-cell embryos in monkey (right panel). The 

length of total emDMCs, as well as the percentages of emDMCs occupying the whole genome in mouse and 

human are also shown.  

(B) Pie charts showing the percentage of known mgDMRs that overlap with emDMCs in mouse (left panel) and 

human (right panel).  

(C) Bar graphs showing percentages of putative mgDMCs identified by CARSII in mouse tissues that overlap 

with known mgDMRs.  

(D) Bar plots showing allelic 5mC levels of putative placenta-specific mgDMCs identified in human placenta 

by CARSII. The analysis was performed using CGmapTools (Guo et al., 2018) and the putative placenta-

specific mgDMCs containing SNPs were all included in the analysis. Asterisks indicate the significance of 

allelic 5mC differences. * : p-value < 1.0E-3, **: p-value < 1.0E-4, ***: p-value < 1.0E-5.  
(E) Pie charts showing overlap between PEG-emDMCs and the putative placenta mgDMCs in human (left 

panel) and monkey (right panel).  
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Figure S6. Global loss of placenta-specific mgDMCs in monkey SCNT placenta, related to Figure 6. 

(A) Box plots showing global methylation levels (200 bp bin) in WT placenta, SCNT placenta, donor fibroblast 

cells and blood cells of monkey (Macaca Mulatta).  

(B) Bar graphs showing percentage of methylated reads versus total reads in WT and SCNT placenta of monkey 

(Macaca Mulatta) at mgDMRs related to Figure 6A.  

(C) A heatmap showing 5mC levels of emDMCs identified from sperm and oocyte methylomes of monkey 

(Macaca Mulatta).  

(D) Heatmaps showing the percentages of methylated reads versus total reads in WT and SCNT placenta at 

putative placenta-specific mgDMCs, which are also located at the promoters of placenta expressed genes 

(FPKM >= 1 in WT placenta).  

(E) A schematic model describing the “non-reversible dememorization of mgDMRs” during embryonic 

development in primates. Briefly, the mgDMRs in primates are abundant in early embryos, but most of them 

gradually lost allelic methylation during development. Interestingly, mgDMRs in early embryos are biasedly 

maintained in placenta compared to somatic tissues. In monkey SCNT experiments, somatic cells are frequently 

used as donor cells, which lack the mgDMRs presented in fertilized embryos. The missing mgDMRs in SCNT 

embryos cannot be regained through reprogramming, leading to severe imprinting defects in placenta of SCNT 

embryos. 
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